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As a primary form of advertisement, the magazine ads function as the recorder 
and witness of the history, reflecting the change of economic shape, social life, and 
values etc. during a specific historical period, therefore the examination on 
advertisement has become one of the favorite subjects for history, communication 
study, sociology and other social sciences.  “The Orient Magazine” was founded on 
March 11, 1904 and closed at the end of 1948.  It was edited and published by The 
Commercial Press, and it had gone through important periods like late Qing Dynasty, 
the early Republic of China, the New Culture Movement, the National Government, 
the Invasion of Japanese, and the Civil War, and so on.  It had involved extremely 
rich materials, vividly reflecting the vicissitudes of the first half of 20th century.  And 
it is called “the Magazine of magazines” due to its high research value.  As a 
monumental magazine which was derived from newspapers, the Orient Magazine had 
been publishing advertisements since its early days of existence, from which we can 
trace the development of magazine ads in older China.  On the other hand, the 
advertising industry in modern Shanghai could be summarized as “conceived in the 
last Qing and early Republic, developed in the 20s, consummated in the 30s, and 
ended in the 40s.”  And the Orient Magazine’s advertising history was overlapping 
with the ups and downs of modern Shanghai’s advertising history, which could be 
regarded as the epitome of the latter. 
This dissertation would focus on the advertisements on the Orient Magazine, and 
expound the study from three dimensions:  first, based on the related historical 
materials of this magazine, we will construct its media ecology and analyze its 
management principles and characteristics of advertisement.  Next, we divide over 
10000 advertising samples into five groups in accordance with the five historical 















Occupation till its close, and then empirically examine these samples from the 
perspectives of advertising format design and creative expression and other aspects, 
from which we comb its developing venation and find that “the pattern of the modern 
magazine advertisements has come out of the obscuration and become clearer as the 
times’ advance and press’s development.” 
Secondly, we will give a panoramic investigation of the industry, business, press, 
social and cultural transformation in modern Shanghai from the perspective of the 
advertisements on the Orient Magazine.  Focusing on the clothing, food, lodge, 
transportation, entertainment, work, and learning, we explore how the advertisements 
would lead the consuming culture and examine the phenomena of Shanghai’s modern 
life.  And we would also annotate the vicissitudes of cultural conceptions during the 
course of modernization while analyzing the advertisements’ cultural function. 
And this study concludes that the advertising on the Orient Magazine is the 
miniature of modern magazine advertisements, and that it’s development on 
advertising categories, formats, contents and creative tactics could be taken as the 
barometer of economic development and the characterization of the political shape 
and cultural movements then.  And the advertisements on the Orient Magazine 
mirror the Shanghai’s pursuit of modernization: the economic winding of 
industrialization, the social progress of urbanization, and the cultural unfolding of 
secularization. 
The original points of this study are as follow, we explore the primary materials of the 
Orient Magazine from the perspectives of sociology and advertising study.  Some new 
materials have been added to the study of advertising history and this study has been enriched.  
In the meanwhile, based the rich advertising samples from the Orient Magazine, coupled with 
other historical materials, we deconstruct and construct Shanghai’s economic developments, 
urban features, social life, cultural vicissitudes during the course of modernization, having 
enlarged the research range and enriched the research methods of modern magazines, and 















lights for contemporary advertising industry. 
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